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ABSTRACT
Existing GIS software mainly target at expert users and do not sufficiently integrate resources for
efficient computing. They are difficult for non-experts to use and are often slow in completing the
complicated geographic analysis. To address these problems, future generation of GIS software
must be ‘easy’. By ‘easy’ we mean ‘easy to use’ and ‘easy to compute’. ‘Easy to use’ means that
software system should be goal-oriented, rather than the currently procedure-oriented doctrine.
The goal-oriented will relieve users, particularly novice users, the burden of knowing the exact
commands and their sequences to perform for achieving the goal they want to achieve. ‘Easy to
compute’ means that implementation of GIS analytical functionality should be able to utilize the
high-performance computing infrastructures for complicated geographic analysis. Two case stu-
dies, one in digital soil mapping and the other in digital terrain analysis, are presented to illustrate
the meaning of ‘easy’. We believe that the future generations of GIS platforms should be goal-
driven, intelligent, high-performance computing enabled, easily accessible, and participatory. It
allows anyone to participate in geo-computation at anywhere and anytime.
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1. Introduction

Geospatial analysis has become an important analytical
tool for a variety of fields which involve the integrated
analysis of spatially distributed geographic information.
This integrated analysis (geo-computing) of geographic
information is often accomplished through the use of
GIS software which is designed to store, retrieve, analyse,
and visualize geographic information (Maguire 1991).
GIS software can be thought of two general types: (a)
general-purpose geo-computation platforms such as
ArcGIS (ESRI 2019), Q-GIS (QGIS Development Team
2019), and SuperMap (SuperMap Software Co. 2019);
and (b) specialized geo-computation tools, including
Landserf (Wood 2009), TauDEM (Tarboton 2005), and
SoLIM (Zhu et al. 2018). These forms of GIS software
have simplified the management and analysis of geos-
patial data to some extent, yet users need to be trained
on these software sufficiently before they can ade-
quately use these planforms/tools to accomplish the
analytical tasks the users need to perform. Sufficiency
in these software does not come easily and more than
often users need to take specialized courses or even
complete a degree to achieve this sufficiency.
Therefore, the current forms of GIS software are not

easy to use, particularly for non-specialists (novice
users). These difficulties can be shown in the following
three major aspects: knowledge of operations, efficiency
of computation, and software management.

The first challenge is the knowledge required to con-
duct the management and analysis of geographic infor-
mation (geospatial data) using these GIS software/
platforms. Before spatial analysis can be carried out,
the relevant geospatial data must be brought together
in compliance with the requirements of the project and
stored in a particular GIS software. Geospatial data are
highly heterogeneous, that is they exist in various forms
and/or formats (Di 2004; Wei, Santhana-Vannan, and
Cook 2009). Some volunteered data does not even
have schema (Elwood, Goodchild, and Sui 2012). The
data need to be ‘brought’ into the same coordinate
systems and into the same format required by the spe-
cific software in use. In addition, a specific GIS software
has a particular way of storing the geospatial data. Thus,
knowledge about converting the exogenous data into
system native formats is required for bringing the het-
erogeneous geospatial data into the particular form
required by the GIS software. Users must possess this
knowledge before any spatial analysis can be conducted.
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When coming to performing specific spatial analysis
in GIS, a user not only needs to know what he/she wants
to achieve but also needs to know exactly how to
achieve it because existing GIS software is procedure-
oriented. This means that the user needs to know the
steps for completing the task, the specific commands for
each step, and the parameters for each command. For
example, if a user wants to delineate the watershed from
gridded DEM, he/she needs to know the complete work-
flow (the steps) such as pit filling, flow direction deter-
mination, flow accumulation calculation, stream
network extraction, and watershed delineation. For
each of these steps, the user also needs to know which
command to use and the parameters to specify for each
command. For example, when coming to pit filling,
should the incremental or decremental method be
used? For the flow direction calculation, should the D8
algorithm or the multiple flow direction (MFD) algo-
rithm, or even the D-Infinity (D-INF) method be used?
Clearly, users who wish to extract watersheds need to
know all of the above to complete the watershed extrac-
tion for their projects.

The second challenge is the efficiency of computa-
tion. On one hand, the spatial extent (scope) for geos-
patial analyses are becoming larger and larger. It is not
unusual to see a geographic analysis to be performed
over a regional to continental spatial extent. At the same
time, researches have been conducted at much finer
spatial details in order to better understand the geo-
graphic phenomenon for better decision support.
Spatial analyses conducted at higher spatial resolution
and over larger spatial extent will certainly make geo-
graphic analysis data-intensive and computation-
intensive. On the other hand, the computation process
is also getting more and more complicated. As our
understanding of geographic phenomena grows dee-
per, geographic algorithms or models are becoming
more and more complex (Neitsch et al. 2011; Zhu et al.
2019). The complexity of models or algorithms adds to
the computation intensity which already overwhelms
the computation power of the existing GIS software
platforms due to the increase over spatial extent at
a fine spatial detail requested by current geographic
analyses. As a result, many of geographic analyses
become difficult and even unachievable for existing
GIS software to complete.

The third challenge in using these types of software is
brought forward by software management. These GIS
software systems usually require extensive and compli-
cated setup which includes installation and configura-
tion of the software (Qin et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2016). For
example, the installation of the ArcGIS Desktop is
a rather complex process, including checking the

prerequisite software, separate installation of the
ArcGIS Desktop and licence manager, selection between
different installation types, and configuration of the
licence. In addition, maintaining the installed software
(such as updates, upgrades and licence continuation)
can be annoying chores for users of GIS. The process of
managing a GIS software can be not only very time-
consuming but also frustrating to users who might just
need a few functions for what they need to do. Thus,
specialists in managing these software are often needed.
However, the provision of the specialized personnel is
only possible for major institutes and large enterprises.
Otherwise, users have to develop these skills before they
can carry out the GIS analysis they need. Luckily, the
arduous installation process has been alleviated by
some other GIS software/platforms. Some portable soft-
ware require little efforts of installation. But the utilities
of these software are usually not as substantial as ArcGIS,
and the maintenance of the software will always be
necessary. Overall, management of the existing GIS soft-
ware is an added cost or overburden for GIS application
users.

In addition to the difficulties for software users, these
systems are also inefficient and even difficult for
researchers to share their innovations in algorithm and
method development. The common practice for
researchers to share inventions through existing GIS
software is to integrate their innovations as add-ons to
these software which are often controlled by vendors
(Sorokine 2007; Boroushaki and Malczewski 2008; Thieler
et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2007). This practice often requires
the innovators not only to understand the data structure
and software engineering of the target software but also
to obtain permission or acceptance from the companies
or organizations to add to the software. With all these
efforts required to share an invention, it is only possible
for a very limited number of researchers who have the
time and the technical sufficiency. Often times, new
innovations are made available only when the software
companies or some organizations decide to include
them in their new releases of the software. Obviously,
this form of sharing is not only inefficient but also pro-
hibitive, which makes GIS software not as updated in
frontier algorithms or methods as they should.

Clearly, some of the challenges stated above can be
mitigated through learning about GIS software and their
uses albeit a steep learning curve. However, some of the
difficulties are rooted in the software and cannot be
addressed through users’ efforts. Furthermore, there is
no reason for users to spend a great deal of time and
energy to learn a piece of software and specific work-
flows of analysis which will often change with a new
version of software. This is an inefficient use of users’
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time and resources. In addition, it is also a waste of time
for users to spend hours and even days waiting for the
completion of the computation. Users should be able to
participate in geo-computation without extensive
knowledge and to complete the computation with
high efficiency.

Obviously, these GIS software have posed severe digi-
tal divides between user needs and software features. The
digital divides can generally be grouped into two cate-
gories of difficulties: user-divide and computation-divide.
The user-divide is the contradiction between users of GIS
and target users of GIS software. Current GIS software are
mainly oriented for geo-computing experts. They are dif-
ficult for non-expert users to use, and even to the level of
preventing non-expert users from participating in the
geo-computation. But these non-experts, either experts
in other fields or the public, indeed have demands for
geo-computation, due to the need for interdisciplinary
research, decision-making andmanagement, or even sim-
ple interests. Yet they have to be trained to become GIS
experts first in order to use GIS. The computation-divide is
the gap between computation demand of GIS and the
capability and efficiency of GIS software. These software
mostly utilize single-core desktop to compute, instead of
high-performance computing resources such as multiple
cores, clusters computing, or cloud computing. This leads
to the inefficiency of GIS software in the face of data
intensity and computation complexity. It is difficult for
current GIS software to process a large amount of data
and to complete the complex computation. These two
divides need to be carefully tackled to make GIS easier for
users to participate in geo-computation.

2. Existing efforts

Researchers have made efforts to address the two digital
divides. These efforts can be summarized into three
major stages: scripting, visual modelling, and modelling
environment.

During the scripting stage, users (experienced GIS ana-
lysts) package the commonly used sequence of GIS com-
mands for specific applications or for specific analytical
tasks into macro-commands in the form of scripts which
allow the analysts to reuse these analyses repeatedly, as
well as to share their works with other users (ESRI 1996;
Williams et al. 2000; Clerici et al. 2006; Abdella and
Alfredsen 2010). For example, the Arc Macro Language
(AML) in ArcInfo allows users to write AML commands
(macro commands) to invoke the geospatial analysis
methods that are supported by the ArcInfo. The para-
meters are specified in the commands by expert users
regarding the task requirements or features. When these
commands are organized according to the operation

sequence of the workflow in a script, it wraps separated
services into a complete workflow. The script tells the
ArcInfo what the steps of the workflow are and what
the settings for each step are. It saves expert users from
the cumbersome step-by-step operations when conduct-
ing massive repetitive works. Non-expert users might also
be able to reuse the workflow with the scripts shared by
expert users. However, to build the workflow with pro-
gramming language is technical and not intuitive even for
expert users. In addition, the reusability of the scripts is
very limited to specific analyses. This is because the cho-
sen command for each step and the chosen parameter for
each command in the scripts are fixed. This could be
inappropriate when the research areas or input data or
the type of analyses are changed.

During the visual modelling stage, researchers focus
on the construction of the geographic workflow that can
be shared and reused using visual modelling tools (Allen
2011; Dobesova 2011; Graser 2013; Magesh, Chandraseka,
and Kaliraj 2012; Mericskay 2018). Such visual modelling
tools include the ModelBuilder in ArcGIS and the Graphic
Modeler in QGIS. The visual modelling tools visualize the
input data and spatial analysis methods as graphics and
connect them by arrows. The spatial analysis workflow is
shown as flow charts in these tools. They usually allow
users to create workflows by the drag-and-drop of the
data and methods supported by the geo-computing plat-
forms. Comparing to scripting, the visual modelling
makes the building of workflow easier and more visually
explicit for users. The visual workflow building process is
somewhat easier yet is still arranged by users and requires
knowledge on model structure, algorithm and parameter
selections. Therefore, the construction of workflows is still
manual and constrained to expert users. In addition, the
same limitation for reusability with the scripting still
exists. Non-expert users can only reuse the workflow
built and shared by expert users that has rather limited
reusability. Therefore, it is still complicated for experts and
hard for non-experts to obtain a workflow that meets
their specific geo-computation needs.

The third stage is the modelling environment which
was developed to further ease the process of geo-
computation (Wang 2010; Lü 2011). A modelling envir-
onment is a platform that uses resources from different
computation platforms to organize, configure, and run
models and/or geospatial analysis. The modelling
environment simplifies the process of modelling and/
or geographic analysis from four major aspects: the
interpretation of the geographic analysis, the automa-
tion of workflow building and executing, data provision
and management, the improvement of computation
efficiency. However, the efforts in this area are quite
fragmented.
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The interpretation of the geographic analysis aims to
translate the geographic question in natural language
into machine-understandable geographic analysis tasks
with identified methods or tools needed for completing
the specific geographic analysis. Natural language pro-
cess and semantic web (Gao and Goodchild 2013;
Scheider, Ballatore, and Lemmens 2019; Yin et al. 2019)
are used to relate the question asked in natural language
with geographic analysis tools. For some simple ques-
tions, the questions in natural language can be directly
interpreted into analysis tasks. For more complicated
questions, the question might need to be deconstructed
into several sub-questions to complete the task. For
complicated tasks with several sub-questions, the ques-
tion-answering approach can be used to interpret these
sub-questions into tasks implemented with details
(Kuhn and Ballatore 2015; Vahedi, Kuhn, and Ballatore
2016). The question-based approaches allow users to
focus only on the question to be answered instead of
the implementation details. However, this process does
not involve the selection between different tools that
can be used to answer the same question. The inter-
preted solution might not be the most appropriate one.

The automated workflow building consists of three
subareas: description and connection of the workflow
elements, the selection of appropriate algorithms and
parameters, and the quality evaluation of the machine-
generated workflow. Prior to building the workflow,
researchers try to use the semantic web to describe the
elements that can be joined into the workflow
(Lemmens 2006; Brodaric 2007; Jiang et al. 2016). The
elements include geospatial data and geospatial analysis
services, and are described in terms of name, semantic
meaning, relationship with other elements, usage, type,
and/or other properties (Saquicela, Vilches-Blázquez,
and Corcho 2012; Griraa et al. 2015; Hofer, Papadakis,
and Mäs 2017; Diallo et al. 2018). The semantic web is
recorded in a machine-processable structure like ontol-
ogy (Lutz and Kolas 2007; Zhao, Foerster, and Yue 2012),
which makes it feasible for the machine to connect these
elements and build the workflow based on the semantic
web (Alameh 2003; Di 2005; Yue et al. 2007; Scheider and
Ballatore 2018; Škerjanec et al. 2014). The details of the
model such as selecting appropriate algorithms and
parameters are furnished by massive data analysis or
regulated rules (Qin et al. 2016; Brown, Bennett, and
French 2017; Chau 2007; Jiang et al. 2019; Liang et al.
2020). Once completed, the workflow is verified and
then sent for execution (Qi et al. 2016). Users are able
to execute the workflow simply by clicking a mouse
button. ArcGIS Insights is one example that automati-
cally generates workflows that can be used to analyse

data easily according to data types and user objectives.
(ESRI 2020a).

Modelling environment is also in charge of data pro-
vision and management. Data provision is to discover
and retrieve geospatial data over the internet for possi-
ble model input (Hou et al. 2019). It uses semantic web
or metadata that describes properties of data such as
information on providers, quality, location, entity and
attributes to discover geospatial data for specific ana-
lyses (McCarthy and Graniero 2006; Lutz and Kolas 2007;
Wiegand and Garcia 2007; Gui et al. 2013; Qiu et al. 2017;
Durante and Hardy 2015; Zhu et al. 2017; Zhu and Yang
2019). The modelling environment also provides utilities
(simple database management functionalities) to orga-
nizes data in terms of data storage and retrieval, data
format conversion (Yue et al. 2018; Zhao, Foerster, and
Yue 2012; Belete, Voinov, and Morales 2017; Wang et al.
2018). The data provision and management free users
from the trivial yet cumbersome work of data searching,
preparing, and organizing process.

Another aim of the modelling environment is to
improve the computation efficiency of the constructed
workflows. Researchers develop different parallelization
strategies to divide the computation into different ses-
sions and process in parallel to improve computation
efficiency (Healey et al. 1997; Hawick, Coddington, and
James 2003; Zhao et al. 2016). The parallelization strate-
gies are designed at two different levels. The first level is
data division that divides geospatial data into parts to be
loaded and processed in parallel. The data division strat-
egy varies as data structure changes (Shook et al. 2016;
Qin, Zhan, and Zhu 2014; Liu et al. 2014). The second is
the division of computation which divides the computa-
tion process into parts to be carried out in parallel. The
computation process is divided according to algorithm
characteristics (Qin and Zhan 2012; Liu et al. 2016). The
modelling environment also provides users with the
access to high-performance computing resources like
cluster computing and grid computing (Huang et al.
2011; Lecca et al. 2011; Hussain et al. 2013; Kim and
Tsou 2013; Yang et al. 2011). For example, the Google
Earth Engine (Padarian, Minasny, and McBratney 2015;
Gorelick et al. 2017) uses cloud computing to allow users
to conduct the geo-computation with high-performance
computing resources over the internet, without the
need to set up a local high-performance computing
infrastructure.

The other aspect of modelling environment in the
context of improving computation efficiency is to inte-
grate heterogenous computing resources, even over the
web. The modelling environment is not a constraint to
one specific geo-computation platform as scripting and
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visualized modelling does. It integrates distributed geos-
patial services provided by various researchers and orga-
nizations. The modelling environments can integrate
tools from existing platforms, as well as discover and
utilize online services in the form of web services
(Vaccari, Shvaiko, and Marchese 2009; Belete, Voinov,
and Morales 2017; Chen et al. 2019; Evangelidis et al.
2014). More and more geospatial analysis tools are
being published as web services these days (Zhao et al.
2012). To make this easier, the Esri and Microsoft work
together to provide a cloud platform for users to manage
their web services in the cloud (ESRI 2020b). Integration of
these resources mediates the tools from different plat-
forms to make them work under the same environment.
For example, Belete, Voinov, and Morales (2017) devel-
oped a distributed model integration framework which
integrates models and tools by searching the lexical data-
base and semantics matching to connect these tools and
models and their inputs/outputs, so as to construct a new
workflow model. The integrated tools and models can be
written in different languages, deployed in different hard-
ware and software platforms, or made accessible online.
Users can utilize the functionalities of various platforms
under one gateway, which improves the efficiency by
saving the time for software management, tools media-
tion and hardware configurations.

The capability of integrating various resources also
makes sharing of geo-computing resources easier for
developers in modelling environment. Nowadays,
a developer can share the geospatial analysis methods
and geospatial data with the form of standard web
services, such as the Web Processing Service (WPS),
the Web Map Service (WMS) and Web Feature Service
(WFS) (Vretanos 2005; Schut 2007; Castronova, Goodall,
and Elag 2013). Developers only need to provide the
property and description of the web services. The mod-
elling environments are designed with extensibility
that easily allows the integration of these services

(Liu, Padmanabhan, and Wang 2015; Jiang et al. 2016).
One standard web service can be integrated into dif-
ferent modelling environments, which provide devel-
opers with an efficient way to share respective research
innovations.

Modelling environment is a promising approach to
ease the geo-computation process. However, current
progresses are still fragmentary. For example, the
algorithm or parameter selection methods are usually
oriented for one specific model and cannot be
applied to general situations. The parallelization is
task-oriented and only limited geospatial tasks get
accelerated. In addition, the description of expert
knowledge on modelling in the form of semantic
webs and the rule sets needs to be further enriched
for automatically constructed workflow under differ-
ent scenarios or different applications. Until now, no
environment has been built to achieve all of the
above features.

3. The basic idea of easy

We believe that in the process of overcoming the two
digital divides in GIS ‘easy’ is the key. By ‘easy’ we mean:
easy to use and easy to compute. Therefore, we argue
that the next generation of GIS must be ‘easy’.

To be easy to use, the realization of geographic
analyses through GIS must be intuitive, assisted and
cyber-enabled. ‘Intuitive’ means the process of geo-
graphic analysis (workflow) should be intuitive and
easy to construct with little knowledge about specific
techniques used. ‘Intuitive’ allows users to easily modify
the settings (such as algorithms and their parameters) if
they want and monitor the computation process. Users
can easily become a part of the geo-computation
through workflow construction, data provision and
task execution if they so desire. Visual display of work-
flow in geometric shapes makes the geographic

Figure 1. The idea of easy.
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analysis more transparent, which will allow users to
easily follow the construction of geographic analysis
to ease the complication of geo-computing.

By ‘assisted’ it means that there is a need to develop
a platform to help users with the execution of the geo-
graphic analysis, including workflow (analysis model)
construction and data management. To help with work-
flow construction, the platform needs to contain model-
ling knowledge which will assist users in the
construction of analysis model through suggesting or
recommending to users the prospective modelling pro-
cedure, appropriate algorithms, and suitable para-
meters. To help with the data management, the
platform should be able to bring the data into the
same spatial/temporal scale and spatial/temporal
domain, the same coordinate system, as well as at the
same level of spatial granularity. In this way, users with
insufficient geospatial analysis knowledge can also con-
duct geo-computation appropriately and easily.

‘Cyber-enabled’ means that the geo-computing pro-
cess should be available over the internet and available
over platforms that are able to utilize existing but het-
erogeneous computing resources across the cyberspace.
By implementing the platform over the cyberspace, the
computation performance does not rely on specific com-
puting devices anymore. Users do not have to go
through the cumbersome software installation process
to participate in geo-computation. Instead, they can
access the geo-computation online with any devices
that are equipped with a browser and connected to
the internet. By utilizing heterogeneous computing
resources, the computation process can be distributed
to different machines and platforms. In addition, cyber-
enabled implementation of geo-computing would also
make sharing of newmethods easier because newmeth-
ods can be wrapped into web services which can then
be utilized through these cyber-enabled implementa-
tions. By designing the platform with these features,
users do not have to be experts to conduct the geo-
computation. The user-divide in existing GIS software
will be much mitigated.

To be easy to compute, geo-computing has to be
high-performance computing (HPC) enabled and
complex computing capable. ‘HPC-enabled’ requires
the platform to utilize various HPC resources such as
cluster computing and grid computing. The utiliza-
tion of HPC resources improves the computing effi-
ciency in terms of hardware performance. ‘Complex
computing’ is becoming an important feature of geo-
computation that demands computing efficiency.
Many of geo-computation tasks nowadays are usually
complex due to the integrated nature of geographic
analyses. Therefore, specialized parallel strategies

need to be carefully designed to handle the accelera-
tion of the complex computing. For example, in
a fully sequentially dependent (spatially explicit)
hydrological model, the overland flow routing and
channel flow routing are performed sequentially
from upstream to downstream simulation units.
Apparently, there are dependent relationships
among not only sub-
basins but also basic simulation units within a basin.
Therefore, they cannot be simply divided into sepa-
rate units and simulated in parallel. Liu et al. (2016)
designed a two-level layered approach to divide
these sub-basins and simulation units into layers
according to their dependent relationships, respec-
tively. As we can see, strategies like this have to be
developed to accommodate complex geographic
computing.

In addition, coupled with ‘cyber-enabled’ implementa-
tion, ‘easy to compute’ is no longer limited to the compu-
tational resources provided in a uniform environment,
and is made possible to utilize the heterogeneous com-
puting resources available from different machines and
platforms. The combination of the cyber resources
together with HPC resources and specialized strategies
for complex computing could create a new type of high-
performance geo-computing platform. With this type of
platforms, the computation divide in existing GIS software
can be bridged or significantly mitigated.

With the aforementioned strategy, the goal of ‘must
be easy’ for the next generation of GIS can be achieved
through geo-computation platforms that are intelligent
in modelling process, easy for users to participate, and
efficient in computing (Figure 1).

4. Case studies

In this section, we use the easyGC, an implementation of
easy geographic computing to illustrate the meaning of
easy as discussed in Section 3. The system is available
online through (http://www.easygeoc.net:8090/). The
two cases were constructed under the easyGC to facil-
itate the computation in the domain of digital soil map-
ping and digital terrain analysis, respectively. The
easyGC platform is an example of integrating some of
the existing efforts into one GIS platform to make the
process of geo-computing easier. The examples pro-
vided here are intended to elucidate the meaning of
‘easy’ from the perspective of GIS application users.
The details on the development of the easyGC platform
have been described elsewhere (Jiang et al. 2016; Qin
et al. 2013) and beyond the scope of this paper. Clearly,
research efforts are still needed to advance geo-
computing platforms like easyGC.
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4.1. CyberSoLIM

CyberSoLIM (Jiang et al. 2016) is a module of easyGC and
was designed to simplify the computation in digital soil
mapping (DSM). The general flow for conducting DSM in
easyGC is shown in Figure 2 and can be categorized into
six major steps. These steps were designed under the
concept of ‘easy’ as discussed above and illustrated from
the perspective of users when they need to conduct
digital soil mapping.

The first step in constructing digital soil mapping
using the CyberSoLIM platform for a user is to specify
the study area and the goal of the geo-computing (in
this example it is DSM). Users can move to the area in the
map view of the web page, then right-click and select
‘Digital Soil Mapping’ (Figure 3). A model building win-
dow with a soil inference method, the individual predic-
tive soil mapping (iPSM, Zhu et al. 2015), will pop up.

Second, the user selects the environment covariates
for this DSM task and define the expected mapping
results. Click on the ‘soil environment’ to select the
environmental variables to be used for soil mapping
and these variables will be added as model inputs in
the model building view. The output is designated to be
soil property map and uncertainty map here (Figure 4).

Third, the user constructs the workflow. For the envir-
onment covariates that need to be derived from other
data, the platform can automatically extend the work-
flowwith services that generate these data. For example,
when the user does not have slope data layer, he/she
can right-click the ‘slope’ and choose ‘automate’, the
‘slope service’ and its input the data ‘Filled DEM’ (pit
free DEM) will be automatically added into the soil map-
ping model. The ‘Filled DEM’ can be further automatedly
retrieved by adding the ‘Pit Remove Service’ (Figure 5).

Fourth, the user configures the soil inference model if
the user wants to adjust the parameters. The defaults are
sufficient for most DSM applications. However, if the
user wants, he/she can customize the parameters or
choose a different method. Click on the ‘individualFigure 2. Flowchart of the process.

Figure 3. Identify the study area and select the needed computation (DSM).
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Predictive Soil Mapping’ to set the uncertainty threshold,
category similarity integration method, and so on
(Figure 6).

Fifth, the user runs the model. As soon as the user
submits the configurations, the workflow and the model
settings will be wrapped up as a workflow service and
passed onto a high-performance computing service for
execution. In this way, the user can really execute the
workflow with one mouse click. During the workflow
execution, the involved services can be provided by
the platform, or heterogenous services over the cyber-
space. The platform is designed with extensibility to
allow the user integrates his/her own services. It enables
the inclusion of new processing techniques as well as
the utilization of high-performance computing
resources. The involved services in this task are imple-
mented as parallel computing running in a Linux cluster
to accelerate the computation. Finally, the results are

generated and stored on the platform. The user can
view them on the web page or download them to his/
her own computers (Figure 7).

The CyberSoLIM provides a DSM platform that is easy
to use and easy to compute. On the ‘easy to use’, the
modelling process is intuitive. During the workflow
building, it uses graphics to visualize the soil inference
and data preparation methods as well as the involved
geospatial data. User can manage these workflow ele-
ments by clicking the graphics. The modelling process is
also intelligently assisted (automated) with little inputs
required from the user. User starts building the model by
specifying his/her study area and goal. Then, he/she is
assisted by the platform to expand the workflow to
a complete task. The intelligence in workflow building
is based on an ontology of GIS analysis, not based on
a prescribed sequence of commands. Thus, this intelli-
gence can be directly used in other application. The

Figure 4. Select the involved environmental covariates and expected output.
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Figure 5. Construct the workflow.

Figure 6. Configure the soil inference model.
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platform is cyber-enabled. It not only makes DSM avail-
able as a website but also provides a mean for users to
share and use newly developed methods via web ser-
vices. On the ‘easy to compute’, it is executed over Linux
clusters and utilizes parallel computing to accelerate to
a complex computing process. Thus, it is intelligent in
modelling process and efficient in computing process.

4.2. Application of easyGC for digital terrain
analysis

Digital terrain analysis (DTA) is another module of the
easyGC (Qin et al. 2013). Here we use the computation
of terrain wetness index (TWI) to illustrate the computa-
tion process. TWI is a common index which has been
widely used and is computed through DTA. The workflow
to compute TWI is shown in Figure 8. The computation
process is rather complicated. In existing GIS software, the
user needs to load the digital elevation model (DEM) data
of the study area and use pit removing function to pro-
vide a pit free DEM (filled DEM). The algorithm for pit
removing needs to be specified between incremental and
decremental methods. Then, the filled DEM is used to
compute specific catchment area (SCA) and slope gradi-
ent. To get the SCA, the user should first calculate the flow
direction from the filled DEM, and then calculate the SCA
from the flow direction. The user also needs to specify the
algorithm for the flow direction between eight-direction
(D8), Multiple Flow Direction (MFD), and D-Infinity (D-INF)

methods. The slope gradient can be directly calculated
from filled DEM using a slope calculation function with
a second-order finite difference method or a third-order
finite difference method. After that, the TWI can then be
calculated from SCA and slope gradient. Usually, the
computation process is quite complicated for non-
expert users.

This complicated process can be simplified greatly in
the easyGC platform. The users firstly specify the study
area and expected results, which is TWI in this case.

Figure 7. Visualize and download the results.

DEM

Pit removing 

Filled DEM

Flow accumulation 

Slope 

Flow direction calculation

Flow direction

Specific catchment area

Slope gradient

Terrain wetness index

Terrain wetness index calculation

Figure 8. The workflow of calculating terrain wetness index.
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Then, the user can build the workflow in a visual model-
ling window with the help of inference engine based on
the same intelligence as stated in the CyberSoLIM exam-
ple. It can automate the construction of workflow by
adding service that generates model input data. The
platform is also able to choose the proper algorithm
for a specific task. For example, when the algorithm for
flow direction needs to be determined, the inference
engine will choose the MFD algorithm when the flow
direction is used for TWI calculation in a low-relief area at
a finer scale. However, the D8 algorithm will be chosen if
the flow direction will be used in watershed delineation
task in a less spatially detailed scale. This process can be
repeated until all input data can be found in the data-
base or be calculated (Figure 9). After the model is built,
the user can run the model with one-click. The computa-
tion is conducted in an HPC environment and many of
the terrain analysis algorithms are implemented using
parallel strategies to reduce the computing redundancy
and improve the efficiency.

Just like what we have seen in CyberSoLIM, the DTA
process, in this case, is both easy to use and easy to com-
pute. To be easy to use, it uses graphical canvas to visualize
the modelling process, allowing the process to be intuitive.

It uses a knowledge base (general intelligence on the geo-
graphic analysis) to automate workflow expansion and
algorithm selection process. It is also cyber-enabled by
being accessible online and integrating other computing
resources. To be easy to compute, it utilizes cluster comput-
ing to be HPC-enabled and is capable of complex comput-
ing with specialized parallel strategy. With this platform,
users with little knowledge of digital terrain analysis can
compute digital terrain attributes.

5. Lessons learned and future directions

5.1. Summaries on easyGC

The two cases shown above present how the easyGC
platform makes the geo-computation for DSM and DTA
easy. They demonstrate the possibility of resolving the
user-divide and computation-divide in geographic ana-
lyses using GIS.

The ‘easy’ of geo-computation in esayGC is shown in
both ‘easy to use’ and ‘easy to compute’. In order to be
easy to use, efforts for being ‘intuitive’, ‘assisted’ and
‘cyber-enabled’ have been made, respectively. First, the
platform uses graphics to intuitively abstract the model

Figure 9. The modelling process to compute TWI in easyGC.
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elements, making the modelling process simple and
easy. Users can easily understand what steps are used
for getting which data. They can easily manage each
step and each datum by clicking the graphics to alter
the parameter or data sources if they wish. Second, it
provides heuristics (intelligence) to automate the mod-
elling process that is also open for users to modify the
process with suggestions provided by the platform.
Users can compute soil map or TWI without knowing
what steps are involved in the model, how they are
organized, or what algorithms should be chosen. Third,
it is cyber-enabled so that it is accessible online which
allows heterogeneous resources to be integrated into
the form of web services. It frees users from the tedious
and technical work of software management. It narrows
the user-divide by allowing users with insufficient expert
knowledge to participate in geo-computation.

In terms of ‘easy to compute’, the platform is HPC-
enabled and capable of complex computing. It utilizes
cluster computing resources to accelerate the computa-
tion. Together with the ‘cyber-enabled’ feature, users
can access the functionalities of various platforms online
and enjoy the high efficiency of HPC resources on their
personal devices. The computation process gets acceler-
ated without the constraints of the operating system. In
addition, various parallel strategies are used to deal with
the complex geo-computation. The parallel strategies
divide computation into parallel parts to be processed
simultaneously with multiple cores. It further improves
the computing efficiency by making full use of HPC
resources. Integration of heterogeneous resources
together with specialized parallel strategies not only
saves time for users but also allows for the efficient
computation for complex geographic analysis, and thus
address the issue of computation-divide in geographic
analysis.

The easyGC well addresses the two digital divides
faced in geographic analysis using existing GIS software.
It achieved the goal of ‘easy’ in the domain of DSM and
DTA by combining intelligent modelling environment
and HPC-enabled computation.

In summary, to be easy future GIS software should
have the following four characteristics:

1) Goal-driven: the process-oriented workflow build-
ing process in existing GIS software needs to be changed
to user goal-oriented. In existing software, users need to
know every modelling detail before building the work-
flow. In easy geo-computing platform, users should be
able to build the workflow only knowing what they want
to achieve (the expected results). The platform should be
able to help users build the path to get there. Users
without detailed geographic analysis knowledge can
also participate in geo-computing.

2) Intelligent: the platform should have the knowl-
edge to assist users during computation. There are three
levels of intelligence. First, the easy geo-computing
environment should have the knowledge of sequences
of procedures. Second, it should possess the capability
to choose the appropriate algorithms and parameters
matching the given application context. Last but not
least, it needs to be able to use new forms of data
which may be spatially biased and unstructured in nat-
ure. The three levels of intelligence allow users, both
experts and non-experts, to acquire expected results in
a more simplified way.

3) Easily accessible: easy geo-computation platform
itself must be easily accessible. To be easily accessible, it
is preferred to implement the computation environment
over the cyberspace. Users can access to it anywhere by
mobile terminals. In addition, the platform should inte-
grate heterogeneous cyber resources to improve the
computing efficiency.

4) Participatory: the platform must allow users to
contribute to data and algorithms easily. The low effi-
ciency of sharing in existing GIS software must be chan-
ged. The platformmust be designed with extensibility to
allow for easy sharing. The platforms should have the
ability to integrate the shared inventions in various
forms. When sharing becomes easy, the platform
becomes a community of sharing for new ideas or new
methods on geo-computation.

Bear these four characteristics in mind, the future
geo-computing platforms are supposed to be ‘AAA’,
that is, Anybody can have access to geo-computing
Anywhere and Anytime. Users are able to conduct geo-
computation without the constraints of expert knowl-
edge, operating environment. In this way, the digital
divides faced in geographic analysis using existing GIS
software will be mitigated, even removed.

5.2. Future research directions

The easyGC provides an example of future geo-
computation platform. The research for building easy
geo-computation platforms is only at a starting stage.
There are still many problems which need to be
addressed and solved to further simplify the computa-
tion processes and extend the application of easy geo-
computation to more domains and to more people.

In terms of goal-driven, the goals need to be
expanded to include any geospatial problems of any
forms, even speeches. The future geo-computing plat-
forms should be able to translate various forms of goals
into machine-processable geospatial problems.

To be more intelligent, it needs to be further
improved from the following three aspects. The
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geospatial analysis task needs to be automatically cho-
sen according to the geographic nature of the study
area, the data, and the goals. The knowledge base for
model settings, like the choice of the environmental
covariate in CyberSoLIM, should be enriched to cover
the settings for every involved model. The platform
should be intelligent enough to find relevant data from
various platforms in various forms and support the utili-
zation of these heterogenous data to acquire more up-to
-date and comprehensive information. The intelligence
of the next generation of GIS should cover every aspect
of the geo-computation process, from geospatial analy-
sis task selection, to model setting, and to data provision
and utilization.

When it comes to more easily accessible, the integra-
tion of heterogenous resources should be spontaneous.
The platform should be able to spontaneously find and
integrate the resources of data and algorithms over the
cyberspace. The accessible resources should not be con-
fined to those intentionally added by developers or
users.

The next generation of GIS could also be more parti-
cipatory by accepting a wider range of sharing. Web
services are currently the most widely acceptable forms
of sharing. Future GIS platforms should either support
other forms of resources sharing or provide the function-
ality to automatically wrap other forms of sharing as web
services. Aside from the sharing of data and algorithms,
the content of sharing should also be extended to the
knowledge base. The sharing should be more flexible to
build a more active geo-computing community.

6. Conclusion

In existing GIS software, there are severe user divides
between users of GIS and the target users of GIS software,
and computation divide between computation need and
the computation capability and efficiency provided by
GIS software. There have been efforts in different stages
to simplify the process of geo-computation, from script-
ing to visual modelling, and to modelling environment.
Yet, building an easy geo-computing platform is the
responsibility of the next generation of GIS so that
these divides can be addressed by making geo-
computation easy, including easy to use and easy to
compute. The easyGC platform with cases in digital soil
mapping and digital terrain analysis demonstrates the
potential of being easy and the feasibility to fill the
gaps. It narrows the user divide by building an intelligent
modelling environment that is intuitive and automated. It
narrows the computation divide by building an HPC-
enabled computing environment that is cyber-enabled
and complex computing capable. The easyGC presents

an embryonic form of easy geo-computation for the next
generation of GIS and proves the feasibility overcoming
the two divides. The next generation of GIS should be
built to be goal-driven, intelligent, easily accessible, and
participatory. The ultimate objective for the next genera-
tion of GIS is to allow anyone, both experts and non-
experts, to participate in geo-computation at anywhere
and anytime.
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